LE ROSÉ

ORIGIN Vin de France
VINTAGE 2020
BLEND Grenache (80%), Syrah (10%), Cinsault (10%)
VOL. 13%

This pale, pink-hued wine is the epitome of French rosé. Our blend uses mostly Grenache Noir (80%) rounded out with equal parts Syrah and Cinsault sourced from organically-farmed (ECOCERT) Mediterranean coastal vineyards. Post-harvest, the fruit is cooled and macerated for a short while to achieve the wine’s dusty rose color, followed by selected yeast fermentation in temperature-controlled, stainless steel vats. Soft aromatics of sea spray, white flowers, and wet stones lead to a thirst-quenching palate of tart red fruit, white cherry, strawberry, and citrus rind flavors. The wine’s cleansing acidity and bone-dry finish promise to please an array of palates.

CONCOURS DE BRUXELLES
Silver Medal